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GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor

Arya, you did an excellent job on this
argumentative research paper. You maintained a
clear line of reasoning based on a compelling
position, supported it with ample evidence, and
provided meaningful and relevant commentary
that flows smoothly. 
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Title
You have a mistake in using a title. Either it is missing, not capitalized, or not noted properly
with italics or quotation marks. (Short works like articles, songs, and short stories have
"Titles." Long works like novels, albums, and magazines have their Titles in italics.)

PAGE 2

Missing ","
Missing comma:
Though it may not always be grammatically necessary, a comma can often help to prevent a
misreading. When a sentence opens with an introductory element (a phrase, clause or word
that is logically related to another phrase or clause in the same sentence), it is a great help
to your reader to place a comma after that introductory element. Such phrases will often
begin with words like "because," "while" or "although," as in the following example: "While
everyone was fighting, the bear wandered away." As you can see, without the comma, the
sentence would be confusing.

adj. clause
insert that/which/who/whom/where/in which
to connect the adjective clause.
Additional Comment

which admits...

Missing ","
Missing comma:
Though it may not always be grammatically necessary, a comma can often help to prevent a
misreading. When a sentence opens with an introductory element (a phrase, clause or word
that is logically related to another phrase or clause in the same sentence), it is a great help
to your reader to place a comma after that introductory element. Such phrases will often
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begin with words like "because," "while" or "although," as in the following example: "While
everyone was fighting, the bear wandered away." As you can see, without the comma, the
sentence would be confusing.
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Insert:
Insert word
Additional Comment

SAT and ACT tests are

Comment 1

math tests.
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Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Title
You have a mistake in using a title. Either it is missing, not capitalized, or not noted properly
with italics or quotation marks. (Short works like articles, songs, and short stories have
"Titles." Long works like novels, albums, and magazines have their Titles in italics.)
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RUBRIC: PERSUASIVE RESEARCH ESSAY

CLAIM (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(7.50)

DEVELOPING
(6.50)

INADEQUATE
(5)

DEVELOPMENT (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(7.50)

DEVELOPING
(6.50)

INADEQUATE
(5)

AUDIENCE (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

10 / 10

10 / 10

The text introduces a clear, arguable claim that can be supported by reasons and evidence.

The text introduces a compelling claim that is clearly arguable and takes a
purposeful position on an issue. The text has a structure and organization that is
carefully crafted to support the claim.

The text introduces a precise claim that is clearly arguable and takes an
identifiable position on an issue. The text has an effective structure and
organization that is aligned with the claim.

The text introduces a claim that is arguable and takes a position. The text has a
structure and organization that is aligned with the claim.

The text contains an unclear or emerging claim that suggests a vague position.
The text attempts a structure and organization to support the position.

The text contains an unidentifiable claim or vague position. The text has limited
structure and organization.

10 / 10

The text provides sufficient data and evidence to back up the claim as well as a conclusion that
supports the argument.

The text provides convincing and relevant data and evidence to back up the claim
and effectively addresses counterclaims. The conclusion strengthens the claim
and evidence.

The text provides sufficient and relevant data and evidence to back up the claim
and addresses counterclaims fairly. The conclusion effectively reinforces the claim
and evidence.

The text provides sufficient data and evidence to back up the claim and addresses
counterclaims. The conclusion ties to the claim and evidence.

The text provides data and evidence that attempts to back up the claim and
unclearly addresses counterclaims or lacks counterclaims. The conclusion merely
restates the position.

The text contains limited data and evidence related to the claim and
counterclaims or lacks counterclaims. The text may fail to conclude the argument
or position.

10 / 10

The text anticipates the audience's knowledge level and concerns about the claim. The text addresses
the specific audience's needs.

The text consistently addresses the audience's knowledge level and concerns
about the claim. The text addresses the specific needs of the audience.



SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(7.50)

DEVELOPING
(6.50)

INADEQUATE
(5)

COHESION (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(7.50)

DEVELOPING
(6.50)

INADEQUATE
(5)

CONVENTIONS (20%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(7.50)

The text anticipates the audience's knowledge level and concerns about the claim.
The text addresses the specific needs of the audience.

The text considers the audience's knowledge level and concerns about the claim.
The text addresses the needs of the audience.

The text illustrates an inconsistent awareness of the audience's knowledge level
and needs.

The text lacks an awareness of the audience's knowledge level and needs.

10 / 10

The text uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text, creates cohesion, and
clarifies the relationships between the claim and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between
claims and counterclaims.

The text strategically uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of
the text. The text explains the relationships between the claim and reasons as well
as the evidence. The text strategically links the counterclaims to the claim.

The text skillfully uses words phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the
text. The text identifies the relationship between the claim and reasons as well as
the evidence. The text effectively links the counterclaims to the claim.

The text uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text.
The text connects the claim and reasons. The text links the counterclaims to the
claim.

The text contains limited words, phrases and clauses to link the major sections of
the text. The text attempts to connect the claim and reasons.

The text contains few, if any, words, phrases and clauses to link the major sections
of the text. The text does not connect the claims and reasons.

10 / 10

The text presents a formal, objective tone that demonstrates standard English conventions of usage
and mechanics along with discipline-specific requirements (i.e. MLA, APA, etc.).

The text presents an engaging, formal and objective tone. The text intentionally
uses standard English conventions of usage and mechanics along with discipline-
specific requirements (i.e. MLA, APA, etc.).

The text presents an appropriate and formal, objective tone. The text
demonstrates standard English conventions of usage and mechanics along with
discipline-specific requirements (i.e. MLA, APA, etc.).

The text presents a formal, objective tone. The text demonstrates standard English
conventions of usage and mechanics along with discipline-specific requirements
(i.e. MLA, APA, etc.).



DEVELOPING
(6.50)

INADEQUATE
(5)

The text illustrates a limited awareness of formal tone. The text demonstrates
some accuracy in standard English conventions of usage and mechanics.

The text illustrates a limited awareness or inconsistent tone. The text illustrates
inaccuracy in standard English conventions of usage and mechanics.


